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By Anthony Anemone


Mikhail Krutikov’s study takes a Marxist approach to economic and political issues surrounding Yiddish literature during the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. In this he continues the laudable tradition of Soviet critics such as Max Erik and Meir Wiener, while adding some of the insights associated with current cultural studies. His book also shows broad awareness of contemporary scholarship on Yiddish literature.

Methodologically, Krutikov expresses dissatisfaction with most Yiddish criticism, which “has usually preferred the diachronic, or ‘vertical,’ approach to the subject, that is, the chronological study of a particular writer or theme” (6). He contrasts this diachronic method with that of “synchronic, ‘horizontal’ studies that attempt not merely to describe but also to analyze and interpret the state of the entire Yiddish literary system or its part in a relatively short period of time” (6). In some respects, then, Krutikov views literary pro-
duction as a symptom of historical processes. This context takes precedence over aesthetic forces in a single author’s development.

Focusing on the motif of money, Krutikov’s initial (and best) chapter on “The Economic Crisis” subjects the works of Yankev Dinezon, Sholem Asch, and David Bergelson to careful scrutiny. This has the advantage of clarifying certain issues that were previously occluded. For example, Sholem Asch’s novella *A Shtetl* has often been presented as an idealized portrayal of small-town Jewish life. Krutikov moves beyond this cliché to show how “even the most natural economy cannot exist without money, and Asch pays close attention to the financial aspects of his shtetl idyll” (29). David Bergelson’s *In a Backwoods Town* is often read in terms of his innovative, modernistic techniques, but Krutikov shows that economic interests lie just below the surface of the plot. Hence Bergelson ultimately “demonstrates that neither the old nor the new economic mechanism can function in the shtetl anymore” (47).

The main shortcoming in Krutikov’s account is that it tends to diminish the role of literary influences. He argues that Bergelson’s “atmosphere of uncertainty . . . is an expression of his initial artistic response to the challenge of modernity” (49). But if his characters “withdraw from the harsh reality into the subjective world of nostalgic feelings, impressions, and fantasies” (49), this also reflects Bergelson’s literary milieu. Many of the most interesting features of Bergelson’s prose, stylistically, respond to modernism in other languages.

In a subsequent chapter, “The Crisis of Revolution,” Krutikov turns to Sholem Aleichem’s novel *The Flood*, which describes Jewish characters who are caught up in the revolutionary events of 1905. Although interesting, the topical dimension of this political novel does not compensate for its “many artistic flaws” (102). This weakness perhaps underscores a limitation of Krutikov’s methodology: its principles of selection do not always lead us to an author’s major literary accomplishments. Indeed, one might draw the conclusion that when Yiddish literature became most concerned with political and economic forces, the results were overly ideological and literally unimpressive.

Another of Krutikov’s chapters analyzes works of Yiddish fiction that present stories of immigrants. One of the successful sections, on Joseph Opatoshu’s *From New York Ghetto*, shows how “the American reality is represented through the consistent use of satirical defamiliarization and desacralization” (146–47). Yet Krutikov concludes that “American-Yiddish prose before 1914 was still incapable of creating a fully developed Yiddish novel of immigrant life” (159).

Krutikov elucidates historical and cultural forces surrounding Yiddish literature during a key period in its evolution. At the same time, he shows how certain themes in Yiddish literature reflect its time and place. This study will interest historians who wish to acquire a clearer sense of Jewish culture in Russia, and it may provide scholars of Yiddish with a worthwhile reorientation toward economic forces.

KEN FRIEDEN
Syracuse University


The peculiar uses to which Andrei Platonov subjects the Russian language in his literary works, an object of enduring interest, undergo one of their most thorough examinations yet in this study by Robert Hodel. Hodel’s focus is the phenomenon of “erlebte Rede” or “free indirect discourse” in the novel *Chevengur*, which for him clearly represents the pinnacle of Platonov’s oeuvre (he discusses some of the earlier writings, but *Kotlovan* and later works receive scant attention). At stake ultimately is the relation between the idiosyncratic uses of contemporary Russian one finds in Platonov’s texts and those texts’ expressive intent—that is, the extent to which the implied author, the ultimate utterer, of these works promotes their peculiar language as one fully adequate to his worldview, rather than